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Climate Heroes wanted: Covestro and KfW
win “Thought Leadership Award 2020”
−

Over the last year, UNICEPTA processed a total of 460,000 articles and posts with three million
user reactions in the digital space. We analyzed the media positioning of the top 250 German
companies in terms of turnover to honor the "Climate Heroes: Best communication in the fight
against the climate crisis"

−

For the first time ever, two winners emerged: chemical company Covestro and banking group KfW
were the best communicators when it comes to communicating a climate-friendly corporate
strategy.

For the first time ever, the award goes to two winners: Covestro AG and KfW have received the
"Thought Leadership Award 2020", honoring the best communication efforts that shaped major public
debates in business and society. UNICEPTA and public relations association Deutsche Public
Relations Gesellschaft (DPRG) e.V. are awarding this year’s prize to the companies that have made
climate protection and sustainability a crucial part of their corporate strategy and communications, and
have been the most successful in presenting themselves as pioneers in climate protection. "This
year’s winners are two very different companies. Both have consistently focused their strategy on
sustainability and climate protection and are role models for how companies can successfully
contribute to this important global debate," says Claas Sandrock, Managing Partner of UNICEPTA.
Covestro and KfW have both made an excellent job regarding last year’s most important topic –
coming from different angles:
Covestro scores thanks to the fact that it has been able to integrate the topic of sustainability/climate
protection into its corporate strategy the best. As a B-to-B company, Covestro has a comparatively low
reach but the qualitative resonance is excellent. More than one third of all posts on Covestro's own
social media channels refer to sustainability issues. With CEO Markus Steilemann serving as a strong
ambassador, Covestro is able to credibly underpin its communication efforts regarding sustainability.
Regarding the topic of sustainability/climate protection, KfW has the highest impact among all
companies. Of course, lawmakers have “commissioned” the bank to promote sustainable projects –
thus sustainability is part of its communication plan. But KfW has executed this task excellently. 19
percent of all external contributions on KfW refer to sustainability topics. Corporate Communications
makes sustainability a central issue on its own social media channels: 35 percent of all its own posts
refer to its own initiatives and programs on climate protection. In addition, KfW has a strong network
with stakeholders dealing with highly relevant topics.
Also among the finalists are: the retail companies dm-drogerie, Ikea Deutschland and Tchibo with
sustainable products and initiatives, as well as the automotive supplier and technology company
Bosch with its promise to be CO2-neutral as of 2020.
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Multi-stage analysis of 460,000 posts
The basis for the award is a comprehensive analysis of editorial and social media. UNICEPTA has
evaluated and analyzed a total of around 460,000 posts with a total of three million user reactions in a
multi-stage process to determine which of the 250 companies with the highest turnover in Germany
were strongest and predominantly positive visible in all media content with the attribution “climatefriendly” in 2019.
In an in-depth qualitative content analysis, the analysts assessed how strong and clear the "climatefriendly" rating of journalists and posts actually is for the strongest companies in each of five revenue
clusters. They analyzed the communication efforts of six companies. The goal was to determine which
of them successfully presented themselves as sustainable and eco-friendly thanks to excellent
corporate communication.
A comprehensive UNICEPTA results report is available for download at
www.unicepta.com/thoughtleadershipaward.

About UNICEPTA
UNICEPTA is the world’s leading provider of visionary AI-powered Media and Data Intelligence
solutions, delivered with the human factor of Analytics, Insights, and Advisory services. We offer truly
end-to-end Global Media Monitoring, compiled in real-time into scalable, immersive Corporate Brand
Newsrooms, supported by Analytics & Insights advisors to help your team spot issues and
opportunities immediately. As a result, we deliver Smart Insights to the world’s leading companies to
drive faster, better decisions for Strong Performance. With over 450 colleagues from 44 nations
across our offices in Berlin, Cologne, Krakow, London, Shanghai, Washington, and Zurich, UNICEPTA
supports renowned cross-sector market leaders. Complete client orientation is our core ambition and
passion.
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